
Journal �ipping: A case study from Metropolitan Universities

Background
Recent events in scholarly publishing, such as the editorial board of Elsevier’s 
Lingua resigning en masse, shed light on the dilemma faced by many journal 
editors: balancing a desire to increase impact with promoting open and 
sustainable models for publishing. These two goals are not mutually exclusive. 
Recently, editors and publishers are seeing success in reconciling these goals by 
converting subscription-based journals to open-access, through a process 
commonly called journal �ipping. 

The IUPUI University Library has a history of supporting the publication of 
open-access scholarly journals through its Open Access Journals at IUPUI 
program (http://journals.iupui.edu/). A number of titles, most notably Advances in 
Social Work and Metropolitan Universities, began as subscription-based journals 
that were only available in print. This poster presents the process for “�ipping” 
Metropolitan Universities, digitizing the full run of issues and making them 
openly available via IUPUI’s instance of Open Journal Systems.

Metropolitan Universities
Metropolitan Universities (MUJ) is a publication of the Coalition of Urban and 
Metropolitan Universities (CUMU) at Towson University. The journal provides 
peer-reviewed research on topics in higher education, including distributed 
learning, K-16 collaborations, assessment, service learning, campus-community 
partnerships, and other subjects. Beginning in 1990, MUJ was published as a print 
journal, and in 2000 (Volume 11) IUPUI began providing editorial support. In 2015 
MUJ published its 25th volume. To celebrate 25 years of successful publishing and to 
introduce new modes of dissemination, CUMU collaborated with University Library 
to develop an open access, online archive of its entire publication run. Shortly after 
the archive was launched, CUMU began using the system to publish new issues. 

Access & Discoverability
• Print by subscription and for CUMU members
• Electronic access to selected articles for members
• Indexed by ERIC (one year delay)

Readership
• 27% of subscribers are university Presidents and VPs
• 42% of readers have been subscribing for 1-3 years
• 30% of all international subscriptions are from libraries
• Calculated 5-year Impact Factor (2010-2014; Google Scholar): 0.89

Open Access
Journals
at IUPUI

Digitizing Back Issues

Hardwear
• Fujitsu M4097D sheet feed scanner for cut copies
• Konika Minolta PS7000C MKII for bound copies

13,083 pages scanned

518 hours scanning and processing

Document and Quality Control Process
• Each page straightened and cropped
• Optical Character Recognition creates search-able text
• Articles compiled and saved individually
• Articles checked to ensure all pages are present and in order

Journal Publishing Platform
• Software: Open Journal System (OJS) 2.4.7
• Article-level metadata
• Batch upload issues to OJS via XML import
• Digital Object Identifier (DOI) support
• Archiving via PKP Private LOCKSS Network

Project Partners and Roles
A complete print run: MUJ editorial o�ce
Digitization process: library sta� and student workers
Rights management: a librarian and legal counsel at three institutions
Site setup and management: librarians
Metadata creation and XML import: a librarian and an intern
Support: CUMU and the IUPUI University Library
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Publishing New Issues
Beginning with Volume 26 Issue 3, Metropolitan Universities started producing 
new, openly available, digital content. At this time the full features of OJS are not 
used. Peer review and editorial processes happen external to the system. New 
issues are batch uploaded to the system and published. However, the editorial 
board plans to transition to a fully digitally produced publication within the next 
year. 

Future Directions
• Author submissions and peer review in OJS platform
• Implementing Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs)
• Indexing in subject-specific databases to increase discoverability
• Examining citation patterns before and after digital dissemination

Early Indicators of Success
It is too soon to detect any increase in the journal’s impact. The number of articles 
published in the two digital issues remains consistent with previous print issues. 
However, there are some early indicators of success.

Since going live on February 16th, 2016, the journal received a total of 3267 page 
views. Usage peaked on February 26th, shortly after the journal’s digital debut, 
and shows fairly consistent usage since the journal began publishing new issues 
toward the end of March.
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